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Sale Ends January 10, 2022

The Logosol Smart-Holder 
allows you to easily and 
safely raise your firewood 
off the ground when 
cutting. Item # 15730

Logosol Smart 
Firewood Splitter

Sale Regular 
$14499

The Logosol Smart-Splitter works 
well for safely splitting kindling 
without the danger of swinging a 
hatchet. Item # 15720

Logosol Smart 
Firewood Holder

Each

Boot Sale

Sale From

Regular From
$24999

Red Dawg is Bailey’s 
exclusive custom line of 
premium work boots.

See Page 17 for More Details

Item #  
BWP AP 
BWP AP HVZ

Smart asymmetrical design 
offers extended protection on 
the left side of legs, where most 
injuries occur.  Meets ASTM 
Std.F-1897-2014 and CAN/BNQ 
1923-450-M91. UL Certified.

Light • Comfortable • Durable
Designed by Professional Arborists

Only

These are one of the most 
durable chore coats around. 
They are a full cut, relaxed 
fit, heavy duty work jacket, 
designed to be worn in the 
toughest environments. They 
are made in the U.S.A. and 
riveted at all stress points. 
Made with our signature 
heavy-duty construction and 
classic styling. 
Item #  
P600WA  Unlined 
P700WA  Lined   

Wild Ass Denim Lined or Unlined        
Chore Coats

See Page 19 for More Details

Sale From

Regular From
$5999

Chainsaw Protection Pants

See Page 11 for More Details

(888) 322-1215

(800) 322-4539Customer Service

Operador en Español

$13499

$4999

$21999

$22999



Only

The LogOX 3-in-1 Set

Item # TMB55

The LogOX 3-in-1 Forestry 
MultiTool replaces the 
dangerous pulp hook for 
picking up stove length 
logs and reducing back and 
knee strain. The hauler can 
also be used as a 21” short 
cant hook. Adding the 
cant handle extension and 
t-bar accessories quickly 
converts it into a 38” cant 
hook or timberjack to 
easily roll, lift, or drag logs. 

Item # LOX 1003

WoodlandPRO 
Pulp Hook

Sale

Quality pulp hook from WoodlandPRO. 
Pulp hooks make it easier to move 
wood around. Great for stacking small 
logs, firewood and slabs. Features a 
replaceable tip.  

Item # 15840

C) Timberjack     
A great tool for lineman and chainsaw operators, it will lift one end of a 
log or pole off the ground and hold it securely. Linemen will save time 
by using it to hold the pole at a convenient height while it is being fitted 
with hardware. Chainsaw operators will find it safer to use the timberjack 
when sawing logs. It will raise the log off the ground to help prevent chain 
damage, pinching, and kickback.     
Item #        Description          Sale   
15810 42” Wooden Handle Timberjack (Regular $149.99)       $139.99

D) Hookeroon
This hookeroon (also known as pickeroons in some areas) is great for 
moving small logs and firewood. This hookeroon has a hume style spring 
steel head. 
Item #         Description                                                                       Sale  
15825          36” Wooden Handle Hookeroon (Regular $91.99)           $79.99

Peavey Manufacturing Wooden Handle Log Handling Tools

Regular From

Sale From

Timber Tuff tools are an economic 
option for woodlot owners and 
firewood cutters. The timberjack 
allows you to lift the logs off 
the ground so you don’t “rock” 
your chainsaw chain. Lift logs 
approximately 11” off the ground. 
The lift foot can be removed to turn 
the unit into a conventional cant hook 
for rolling logs. All metal pieces have a 
power coated finish. Wooden handle 
made of imported hardwood.   
         

Sale

Sale

Regular

Regular

This felling lever is a handy way to 
get extra leverage when felling trees, 
rolling logs or breaking up stumps. It 
can also be indispensable for freeing 
a pinched saw.

Regular

Item # HVA 596 28 43 01

A

B

Sale From

Regular From

C

Sale

Regular 

D
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Husqvarna Felling Lever  
with Cant Hook

Log Handling Tools
Timber Tuff 
Wooden Handle 
Timberjack 

$2999

$7499

$23999

$7599

$13999
$10499

$7999

$9199

$14999

$14499

$8599

$8499

$3499

A) Cant Hooks     
These cant hooks are heavy-duty and fitted with quality hardwood handle, 
2-3/8” in diameter which gives it maximum strength. Moves logs, big cants 
or beams and great for rolling logs when cutting firewood.              
Item #         Description                              Sale   
15784         30" Wooden Handle Cant Hook (Regular $114.99)         $104.99 
15786         42” Wooden Handle Cant Hook (Regular $126.99)         $116.99 
15785         54” Wooden Handle Cant Hook (Regular $149.99)         $139.99

B) Peaveys
The peavey is similar to a cant hook except it has a pointed spike at the 
working end. The spike allows you to move larger diameter logs than a 
similar sized cant hook. Spike can also be used to pry and push logs around.            
Item #        Description                                                                       Sale                    
15794 42” Wooden Handle Peavey (Regular $149.99)                $139.99
15795  54” Wooden Handle Peavey (Regular $154.99)                   $144.99 
15798  60” Wooden Handle Peavey (Regular $172.99)                   $162.99



Firewood Essentials

These easy-to-assemble tubular steel 
firewood racks feature a black powder coat 
finish that’s tough and corrosion resistant. 
They’re guaranteed to store your valuable and 
hard-earned firewood neatly for many years. 
HY-C builds these in the USA with quality as 
their top priority. All assembly hardware is 
included.

HYC SLRS Small Log Rack (26” x 12” x 33”) 13 lbs (Regular $89.99)                  $79.99
HYC SLRM Medium Log Rack (45” x 13” x 45”) 18 lbs (Regular $112.99)       $99.99
HYC SLRXL Large Log Rack (96” x 13” x 45”) 23 lbs (Regular $169.99)             $159.99
HYC SLRK Log Rack Brackets (See Online) (Regular $37.99)                            $32.99

Sale From

HY-C Deluxe Tubular Log Racks

Fatwood is a 100% all natural and non-toxic 
alternative to the other firestarter products on 
the market. The firestarting capabilities of this 
fatwood are due to the natural concentration of 
resin in the stump of the tree. 10lb Kraft Box.

Fatwood Firestarter

Item # FW 19910

Sale

100% Natural Wood

The Chainsaw Buddy
Sale 

A) Council Tool 8 lb (36”) Splitting Maul: Comes with a straight 36” American 
Hickory handle with sledge style eye, which gives you substantial swinging power. 
Designed to split and “bust” apart wood, with its heavy weight and wide protruding 
head. The head is drop forged and tempered to RC 45-50 for toughness. Has a round 
striking face on the back, intended to be used like a sledge hammer, for driving steel 
splitting wedges on difficult wood.
B) Fiskars Pro IsoCore 8 lb (36”) Splitting Maul: This maul is great for hardcore wood 
splitting. It features the patented IsoCore Shock Control System to reduce shock and 
vibration by 2X. It allows you to take on intense wood splitting jobs while helping 
to reduce muscle fatigue and joint pain. Its forged premium steel head features a 
splitting face for forcing wood apart and a driving face. 

Item #                                                                                                Sale
A) PR80M               Council Tool 8 lb Maul (Regular $44.99)                                            $37.99
B) 7511101001      Fiskars Pro IsoCore 8 lb (36”) Maul (Regular $85.99)                 $75.99

Splitting Mauls  
Perfect for Firewood

Sale From

Regular From

EZ Fire Firestarter 

Sale

Item # 74401

EZ Fire Firestarters save time and mess around the home, cabin, or campsite. Simply stack your 
fairly dry firewood, place a packet on top and light a couple of corners. It is environmentally 
friendly, as it consists of all naturally occurring, sustainable ingredients. Box of 100 Packets.

ATTENTION! READ THIS — WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Nickel and Carbon Monoxide, which are known to the 
State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Regular

WoodOX Firewood Sling
The WoodOX Sling’s ergonomic 
design positions firewoood 
securely under the user’s arm on 
either side, instead of dangling by 
their knees. This unique messenger 
bag design evenly distributes the 
weight of the firewood across 
the upper body, making it much 
easier to load and unload firewood 
without having to bend over. 

Item # LOX 8141

Only

The Chainsaw Buddy is designed to cut limbs without grounding the chain, while 
also holding the wood in place. Avoids the dangerous practice of bracing wood 
against your leg and increases efficiency while cutting.

Item # CB41

The Mingo Marker is a paint marker and measuring tape all in one. Allowing 
you to quickly and accurately measure and mark logs for firewood cutting.

Sale 

Item # 265

Regular From

Item #                                                                                                                     Sale

Regular 

Regular 

Regular

$6999

$3799
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A

B

The Mingo Firewood Marker

$3099

$8999

$4499

$5999

$7999 $3799

$2599

$5999

$5499

$8499

$2599



ATTENTION! READ THIS — WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Nickel and Chromium, which are known to the State of 
California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Axes

WoodlandPRO Fallers Axes
Top quality fallers axes from WoodlandPRO. These axes are specifically designed by 
Bailey’s for logging and timberfalling duties. The Dayton style head is perfect for cleaning 
out undercuts and the square back head will drive wedges with power. We outfit these 
axes with a straight 28” American Hickory handle, which is short enough to carry easily 
in the woods, but long enough to give you substantial swinging power. The axe head is 
drop forged and tempered to RC 48-55 which exceeds ANSI standards, and painted with 
red enamel and clear lacquer to deter rust. Hickory handle is dried below 10% moisture 
content during installation to minimize shrinkage and loosening.

Item #  Description                                                  Sale
A) WPX F4028  4lb Fallers Axe (Regular $59.99)                     $49.99   
B) WP 1028 5lb Fallers Axe (Regular $69.99)                     $59.99

Sale From

Regular From

B

A

Sale From

Council Tool Axes
C) 5 lb (28”) Straight Handle Dayton Axe: This mid-sized felling axe is perfect for general 
axe chores including driving wedges. Cutting edge is approximately 5″ of overall length 
and the poll is square.      
D) 3.5 lb (36”) Curved Handle Classic Jersey Axe: This Jersey axe is perfect for standard 
chopping and felling duties. The axe head features lugs or ears that increase the surface 
contact area with the handle. Phantom bevels or hallows are designed to reduce sticking 
and burst wood chips.       
E) 2.25 lb (28”) Curved Handle Boy’s Axe: This axe is made with a Dayton style head, 
which is perfect for small scale chopping and felling duties.   
F) 2.0 lb (18”) Curved Handle Hudson Bay Camp Axe: The Hudson Bay axe is ideal for 
any camping, hunting, or hiking expedition. This axe comes with an 18” American Hickory 
handle, which is short enough to carry easily in the woods. The axe head is drop forged 
and tempered to RC 48-55, which exceeds ANSI standards, and painted with black enamel 
and clear lacquer to deter rust.     
   
Item #   Description                                                                                              Sale
C) 50DR28S 5 lb (28”) Straight Handle Dayton Axe (Regular $79.99)                        $69.99
D) 35JC36C 3.5 lb (36”) Curved Handle Jersey Axe (Regular $69.99)                             $59.99
E) 22BR28C 2.25 lb (28”) Curved Handle Boy’s Axe (Regular $54.99)                            $45.99
F) 20HB18 2.0 lb (18”) Curved Handle Hudson Bay Axe (Regular $59.99)             $49.99

Regular From

Fiskars Axes 
G) 4 lb (28”) Straight Handle X25 Super Splitting Axe: This axe is a great choice for anyone 
who needs to split medium to large sized logs quickly. The X25 combines perfected weight 
distribution, advanced blade geometry, an ultra-sharp edge and virtually unbreakable 
design to maximize your performance.     
H) 5 lb (36”) Straight Handle Super Splitting Axe: Ideal for taller users or anyone who 
prefers a longer axe, this 36” splitting axe provides power that makes splitting medium 
sized to extra large logs easier than ever. It also includes their longest handle for increased 
leverage to maximize the power and speed of taller users.    
I) 2.3 lb (28”) Straight Handle Chopping Axe: The all-purpose design of this 28” chopping 
axe makes felling trees quick and easy. Like all Fiskars axes, this chopping axe combines 
perfected weight distribution, advanced blade geometry, an ultra-sharp edge and virtually 
unbreakable design to maximize your performance.    
J) 1.3 lb (14”) Straight Handle Hatchet: This hatchet is an easy-to-carry choice perfect for 
hikers and outdoor enthusiasts. The X7 Hatchet is ideal for chopping kindling and small to 
medium sized logs.        
        
Item #                  Description                                                                                                Sale
G) 78546935       5 lb (28”) Straight Handle X25 Super Splitting Axe (Regular $72.99)     $62.99
H) 3758411001   5 lb (36”) Straight Handle Super Splitting Axe (Regular $84.99)              $74.99
I) 3755811001     2.3 lb (28”) Straight Handle Chopping Axe (Regular $66.99)                    $56.99
J) 78506935         1.35 lb (14”) Straight Handle X7 Hatchet (Regular $46.99)                     $36.99

Sale From

Regular From
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G

I

H

J

C

D

E

F

$4599

$3699

$4999

$5499

$4699

$5999



Fire Fighting Tools

3.75lb Pulaski Axe with a 36” hickory handle. 
A traditional style bit axe blade on one end 
and a mattock blade for digging or grubbing 
on the other end. Used in a variety of settings 
including forestry and general landscaping. 
This tool has gotten thousands of firefighters 
out of tough situations.

Corona McLeod Fire Tool

Item # SH 65000KD

The ultimate fire line scalping tool with its combination rake and hoe. Corona’s imported 
economy model features a removable head for easy storage and meets USFS standards.

Item # CNC 38PE136

The WATERAX OT-4NX is a 
modernized poly backpack pump 
that was conceived with the comfort 
and safety of the user in mind. The 
tank is made of lightweight yet 
rugged UV-resistant polyethylene, 
making it easier to carry without 
compromising on durability. The 
brass hand pump features a forward 
grooved hand grip, a robust D-ring 
for clipping to the shoulder straps, 
and a rear pistol grip that makes 
operating the hand pump require 
less effort than standard hand 
pumps. Its combination tip allows for 
quick change from spray to straight 
stream without any tools. 

WATERAX OT-4NX Poly Backpack  
w/Brass Hand Pump

Item # WFP OT 4NX

Combination pick and shovel tool w/42” solid ash 
handle. Produced in accordance with Forest Service 
Specification 5100-325A. The multi-tool of choice for 
Wildland firefighters. Shovel blade and pick are made 
from tough, durable steel and are fully heat-treated. 
Item # CNC CT42 FSS

Kennedy Metal Works 
USFS Bracket Set

Kennedy Metal Works “USFS” Brackets 
attach easily to your truck, trailer, or 
station wall. The USFS version holds a 
deeper shovel than the Logger version.

Kennedy Metal Works provides 
high quality, heavy duty steel 
axe and shovel brackets. These 
brackets fit on your fire truck or 
any other vehicle. The Logger 
version fits a standard shovel.
Item # KMB LOGGER 2

Kennedy Metal Works 
Logger Bracket Set

$4999

Item # KMB USFS 2

Only
$26999

WATERAX 5-Gallon Metal 
Backpack Fire Pump

This Wildfire 5-gallon pump has 
an all brass hand pump and a 
heavy gauge galvanized steel 
tank. Features adjustable carrying 
straps and is contoured to mould 
comfortably to the back. Large 
camlock cap with gasket facilitates 
easier filling and cleaning.
Item # 15890
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Only
$22999

$14999
Sale

Sale
$7999

Sale
$6599

Sale
$7499

Regular
$8999

Regular
$5499

Sale

Regular
$6999

Regular
$8999

Regular
$15999

Council Tool Pulaski Axe

Council Tool Shovel & Pick Tool

Combination of a rake and a hoe used primarily for clearing brush and other surface debris 
and for digging in the soil to construct fire control lines on fires and controlled burns. 
Just what a pro could ask for. It comes with a high carbon steel blade, formed and is 
sharpened for digging and clawing. Heat treated for toughness and wear resistance. It has 
a black enamel finish for rust resistance as well an enhanced ferrule joint for strength and 
durability. Handle is 48” made of American Ash.   
Item # CNC MT48 FSS

Council Tool MT48 McLeod Fire Tool

Sale
$11999 Regular

$12999



Husqvarna’s largest saw is one of the most powerful saws in the world, built for 
professional felling in the toughest of conditions. Like all Husqvarna saws, the 3120XP 
has a superior power/weight ratio. With Smart Start and well-developed anti-vibration 
features and ergonomics, this large-size saw is both easy to start and operate. Double 
acting chain brake, right hand guard and chain catcher make the saw safer to use. 
Available in half wrap version only.
Item #                       Description                                                                                                                                      
HVFP 3120XP          Half Wrap Handle

3120XP 119cc Professional Felling Chainsaw

572XP 71cc Professional Chainsaw 

Husqvarna Professional Chainsaws

ATTENTION! READ THIS — WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Nickel and Chromium, which are known to the State of 
California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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The 572XP is the replacement chainsaw for the legendary 372XP. At just 14.5 lbs, it has a 
better power-to-weight ratio and 12% higher cutting capacity than the 372XP X-Torq. This 
saw is designed to operate in the world’s most rugged environments. Excellent cooling 
and heavy-duty filtration maximize reliability, and a smart design accommodates longer 
guide bars. Thanks to AutoTune, Air Injection, and low vibration technology, it allows you 
to work all day. New engine design offers a wide usable RPM range for peak performance 
even under heavy loads. The 572XP is available in both half wrap and full wrap versions.
Item #                       Description                                                                                                                                 
HVFP 572XPW        Full Wrap Handle                                                                                          
HVFP 572XP            Half Wrap Handle

Husqvarna 562 XP® is developed for professional loggers. The saw has a ground breaking 
design and is loaded with innovative solutions for efficient, convenient operation with 
large air filter. Husqvarna’s unique X-Torq® engine technology provides more power 
where you need it, up to 20% less fuel consumption and 60% less exhaust emission. 
RevBoost™ provides instant high chain speed for extra efficient delimbing. 
Item #                       Description                                                                                                                                 
HVFP 562XPW        Full Wrap Handle                                                                                       
HVFP 562XP            Half Wrap Handle

562XP 60cc Professional Logger Chainsaw

Our most popular professional saw. This 71cc chainsaw comes with an X-Torq engine. 
The engine provides high torque over a very wide RPM range. Combine that with low fuel 
consumption and low exhaust emission levels, and you’ve got the machine to run with you 
all day. Loaded with features including side mounted chain adjuster, air Injection air filtration 
system and Smart Start compression release for easy starting. 372XP also has a transparent 
fuel tank and LowVib anti-vibration system. Both half wrap and full wrap versions available. 
Item #                       Description                                                                                                                                 
HVFP 372XPW        Full Wrap Handle                                                                                                 
HVFP 372XP            Half Wrap Handle

372XP 71cc Professional Chainsaw

A very powerful saw from Husqvarna designed for the most demanding conditions a 
timber faller may face. The 395XP is engineered with the professional logger in mind. The 
395XP is unique due to its rugged handle design, more aggressive clutch, and wider clutch 
cover for better dispersal of wood chips. This saw also has the power and balance to take 
longer bar lengths. The 395XP is available in both half wrap and full wrap versions.
Item #                       Description                                                                                                                                 
HVFP 395XPW        Full Wrap Handle                                                                                           
HVFP 395XP            Half Wrap Handle

395XP 94cc Professional Logger Chainsaw

Specifications Husqvarna 572XP Husqvarna 372XP Husqvarna 395XP Husqvarna 562XP Husqvarna 3120XP
Cylinder Displacement 4.1 cu. in. / 70.6 cc 4.3 cu. in. / 70.7 cc  5.71 cu. in. / 93.6 cc 3.65 cu. in. / 59.8 cc 7.3 cu. in. / 118.8 cc 

Engine Power 5.8 hp / 4.3kW 5.4 hp / 3.9 kW 7.1 hp / 5.3 kW 4.7 hp / 3.1 kW 8.4 hp / 6.2 kW
Maximum RPM 9,900 RPM 10,200 RPM 9,600 RPM 9,600 RPM 9,000 RPM

Fuel Capacity 23.67 fl. oz. 26.04 fl. oz. 30.4 fl. oz. 21.98 fl. oz. 42.27 fl. oz.
Oil Capacity 13.6 fl. oz. 13.5 fl. oz. 17.6 fl. oz. 11.2 fl. oz. 23.67 fl. oz.

Weight (Powerhead Only) 14.5 lbs / 6.6 kg 14.3 lbs / 6.1 kg 17.4 lbs / 8.1 kg 13.01 lbs / 5.7 kg 22.9 lbs / 10.4 kg 
Recommended Bar Lengths 15”- 28” 16”- 28” 20”- 36” 16”- 28” 24”- 42”



Chain Saw Maintenance

With the Pferd CS-X 
model filing guide,  you 
simply flip the tool 
over to switch from 
sharpening left teeth to 
right. The design takes 
the guesswork out of 
getting the right angles. 
Comes complete with 
files, pouch, and detailed 
instructions. Standard 
round files fit the CS-X 
guides. 
NOTE: Sharpens full 
comp chain only. 

PFERD CS-X Chain Sharp Filing Guide

Item #                                                                                                     Sale
17300 Pferd CS-X Chain Sharp Filing Guide (5/32”)   (Regular  $55.99 )               $49.99
17301 Pferd CS-X Chain Sharp Filing Guide (3/16”)   (Regular  $55.99 )               $49.99
17303 Pferd CS-X Chain Sharp Filing Guide (13/64”) (Regular  $55.99 )               $49.99
17304 Pferd CS-X Chain Sharp Filing Guide (7/32”)   (Regular  $55.99 )                  $49.99

WARNING: This product can expose you to the chemicals Nickel and 
Chromium, known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth 
defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.
P65Warnings.ca.gov

The Italian-made MAXX grinder allows bi-
directional grinding because its head tilts 
left and right (90° to 50°) and the table is 
symmetrical. Unlike other grinders, this 
unique design allows you to get the same 
results on both left and right hand cutters. 
The automatic chain clamping mechanism 
is activated when the head is lowered. 
It will clamp anywhere from .043 gauge 
chain to .080 without the 3/4 adapter. 

MAXX 120 Volt Bench Mounted   
Chain Grinder

Includes three wheels: 1/8”, 3/16” and 1/4”, a 
dressing brick and a 3/4” pitch adapter.

Item # 13151

Item #                                                      Sale
11369001 JOLLYStar (Regular  $369.99 )                 $349.99 
11509006 SUPERJolly (Regular  $449.99 )               $399.99 

Jolly Star chain grinders are 
designed to professionally 
sharpen all sizes of chainsaw 
chain, as well as 3/4” and 
.404” pitch harvester chains. 
These chain grinders feature 
a simple chain clamping 
system, self compensating 
pivot adjustment, easy chain 
advancement wheels, and a 
torsion spring. The SUPERJolly 
features a hydraulic assist 
semi-automatic device for 
higher efficiency.

Includes 1/8”, 3/16”, and 
1/4” wheels, dressing 
brick, wrenches, and  
wheel template.

JOLLYStar pictured

Tecomec 120 Volt Bench Mounted    
Chain Grinder 

T&S CS118 3/4” Pitch 
Harvester Chain Grinder

T&S 3/4” pitch chain grinders are designed 
to professionally sharpen the big 3/4” pitch 
harvester chain (also known as Pond & Deck 
chain). The T&S CS118 chain grinder uses a 
large 8” diameter wheel, which allows for 
cooler grinding as compared to standard chain 
grinders with 5-3/4” wheels. The results are 
less burned cutters and a very fine finish. The 
CS118 chain grinder body is made from cast 
aluminum, while most components such as the 
chain vise are made from machined steel. The 
chain base is easily adjustable for wheel wear, 
and can be quickly swapped out for other 
pitches of chain. Comes with a 1/2hp variable 
speed DC motor, which allows you to adjust 
the wheel speed as the wheel wears. 

Comes complete with grinding light, 
interchangeable 3/4” base, corundum dressing 
brick, a preshaped grinding wheel, and steel 
stand, so you are ready to sharpen. 

Dozen

Top quality Swiss made files. WoodlandPRO round files are a fine cut file, so 
they will leave a polished, scratch free finish on your cutter. This is the perfect 
file for those of you who like to run razor sharp chainsaw chains. 8” long. 
Available in the following sizes: 3/16”, 7/32”, 5/32”.

Double Cut 
Round Files

Item #                                                                                                               Sale      
16021 316 3/16” Round Files (Regular $17.99) Dozen                              $13.99
16021 732 7/32” Round Files (Regular $17.99) Dozen                              $13.99
16021 532 5/32” Round Files (Regular $17.99) Dozen                       $13.99

Item #                                                              
TSG CS118 (3/4” Harvester Chain)                                                                                                                                           
TSG CS118 38 (3/8”, .404” Chain)                  
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Chainsaw Maintenance

$34999
Sale From Regular From

$36999

$36999
Sale Regular

$38999

$199999
Only

$4999
Sale Regular

$5599

Sale
$1399

Regular
$1799

Dozen



100’ Ripping Chain Reel
(38RP 1640 Drive Links)

30RC is the most popular chain sold here at Bailey’s. Razor sharp chisel cutters blaze 
through hardwoods and softwoods. This chain has no anti-kickback features, so it is not 
recommended for casual users. 30RC is .375 pitch – .050 (1.3mm) gauge, with a chisel 
cutter. Sharpens with a 7/32” file. Available in many premade loop sizes. Call or see our 
website for additional loops and reels.

30RCS is the skiptooth version of 30RC. Usually used on bars 24” and longer, it makes quick 
work of both hardwoods and softwoods. This chain has no anti-kickback features, so it is not 
recommended for casual users. 30RCS is .375” pitch – .050” (1.3mm) gauge, with a chisel cutter. 
Sharpens with a 7/32” file. Available in many premade loop sizes. Call or see our website for 
additional loops and reels.

Item # Description Husky # Stihl # DL Oregon # Oregon Retail WoodlandPRO 10 Pack Item # 10 Pack Price
WPL 30RC60 16” Chain Loop H47 60G 33RS 60E 60 72EXL060G $21.99 $16.99 WPL 30RC60 10 $149.99
WPL 30RC66 18” Chain Loop H47 66G 33RS 66E 66 72EXL066G $23.99 $18.99 WPL 30RC66 10 $169.99
WPL 30RC68 18” Chain Loop H47 68G 33RS 68E 68 72EXL068G $24.99 $18.99 WPL 30RC68 10 $169.99
WPL 30RC70 20” Chain Loop H47 70G 33RS 70E 70 72EXL070G $24.99 $19.99 WPL 30RC70 10 $179.99
WPL 30RC72 20” Chain Loop H47 72G 33RS 72E 72 72EXL072G $25.99 $20.99 WPL 30RC72 10 $189.99
WPL 30RC81 24” Chain Loop H47 81G 33RS 81E 81 72EXL081G $28.99 $22.99 WPL 30RC81 10 $209.99
WPL 30RC84 24” Chain Loop H47 84G 33RS 84E 84 72EXL084G $29.99 $23.99 WPL 30RC84 10 $219.99

Item # Description Husky # Stihl # DL Oregon # Oregon Retail WoodlandPRO
WP100R 30RC 100’ Chain Reel H47 100U 33RS 100R 1,640 72EXL100R  $459.99  $419.99

Item # Description Husky # Stihl # DL Oregon # Oregon Retail WoodlandPRO 10 Pack Item # 10 Pack Price
WPL 30RCS84 24” Chain Loop H47S 84G 33RSF 84E 84 72EXJ084G $29.99 $23.99 WPL 30RCS84 10 $219.99
WPL 30RCS91 28” Chain Loop H47S 91G 33RSF 91E 91 72EXJ091G $32.99 $25.99 WPL 30RCS91 10 $239.99
WPL 30RCS93 28” Chain Loop H47S 93G 33RSF 93E 93 72EXJ093G $33.99 $26.99 WPL 30RCS93 10 $249.99

WPL 30RCS105 32” Chain Loop H47S 105G 33RSF 105E 105 72EXJ105G $37.99 $36.99 WPL 30RCS105 10 $279.99
Item # Description Husky # Stihl # DL Oregon # Oregon Retail WoodlandPRO

WP100R 30RCS 100’ Chain Reel H47S 100U 33RSF 100R 1,640 72EXJ100R $459.99  $419.99

Compare to Oregon Prices

Compare to Oregon Prices

Compare for                
BIG SAVINGS!

ATTENTION! READ THIS — WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Nickel and Chromium, which are known to the State of 
California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

                                     Professional Saw Chain
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Made By

Regular
$49999

$19999
Sale

Bulk Reel Only
While Supplies Last

Item # WP100R 38RP

WoodlandPRO 30RC                    

WoodlandPRO 30RCS                                   



Professional Saw Chain

ATTENTION! READ THIS — WARNING: WoodlandPRO saw chain may be capable of kickback that could result in serious injury to the chainsaw operator or 
bystanders. DO NOT USE THIS CHAIN UNLESS YOU HAVE EXPERIENCE AND SPECIALIZED TRAINING FOR DEALING WITH KICKBACK. Saw chain with reduced 
kickback potential is available.

Item # Description Husky # Stihl # DL Oregon # Oregon Retail WoodlandPRO 10 Pack Item # 10 Pack Price
WPL 20NK66 16” Chain Loop H30 66G — 66 95TXL066G $21.99 $16.99 WPL 20NK66 10 $149.99
WPL 20NK72 18” Chain Loop H30 72G — 72 95TXL072G $23.99 $18.99 WPL 20NK72 10 $169.99
WPL 20NK74 18” Chain Loop H30 74G — 74 N/A ea.  $18.99 $19.99 WPL 20NK74 10 $179.99
WPL 20NK78 20” Chain Loop H30 78G — 78 95TXL078G $25.99 $20.99 WPL 20NK78 10 $189.99

Item # Description Husky # Stihl # DL Oregon # Oregon Retail WoodlandPRO
WP100R 20NK 100’ Chain Reel H30 100U — 1840 95TXL100R $499.99 $459.99

Item # Description Husky # Stihl # DL Oregon # Oregon Retail WoodlandPRO 10 Pack Item # 10 Pack Price
WPL 20RC66 16” Chain Loop H23 66 23 RS 66 66 20LPX066G  $21.99 $18.99 WPL 20RC66 10 $169.99
WPL 20RC67 16” Chain Loop H23 67 23 RS 67 67 20LPX067G  $21.99 $18.99 WPL 20RC67 10 $169.99
WPL 20RC72 18” Chain Loop H23 72 23 RS 72 72 20LPX072G  $23.99 $20.99 WPL 20RC72 10 $189.99
WPL 20RC74 18” Chain Loop H23 74 23 RS 74 74 20LPX074G  $24.99 $21.99 WPL 20RC74 10 $199.99
WPL 20RC78 20” Chain Loop H23 78 23 RS 78 78 20LPX078G  $25.99 $22.99 WPL 20RC78 10 $209.99
WPL 20RC81 20” Chain Loop H23 81 23 RS 81 81 20LPX081G  $26.99 $23.99 WPL 20RC81 10 $219.99

Item # Description Husky # Stihl # DL Oregon # Oregon Retail WoodlandPRO
WP100R 20RC 100’ Chain Reel H23 100U 23 RS 100R 1,840 20LPX100R  $499.99 $459.99

Item # Description Husky # Stihl # DL Oregon # Oregon Retail WoodlandPRO 10 Pack Item # 10 Pack Price
WPL 23RC62 16” Chain Loop H26 62 26 RS 62 62 22LPX062G  $19.99 $17.99 WPL 23RC62 10 $159.99
WPL 23RC67 16” Chain Loop H26 67 26 RS 67 67 22LPX067G  $21.99 $18.99 WPL 23RC67 10 $169.99
WPL 23RC68 18” Chain Loop H26 68 26 RS 68 68 22LPX068G  $22.99 $19.99 WPL 23RC68 10 $179.99
WPL 23RC74 18” Chain Loop H26 74 26 RS 74 74 22LPX074G  $24.99 $21.99 WPL 23RC74 10 $199.99
WPL 23RC81 20” Chain Loop H26 81 26 RS 81 81 22LPX081G  $26.99 $23.99 WPL 23RC81 10 $219.99

Item # Description Husky # Stihl # DL Oregon # Oregon Retail WoodlandPRO
WP100R 23RC 100’ Chain Reel H26 100U 26 RS 100R 1,840 22LPX100R  $499.99 $459.99

Item # Description Husky # Stihl # DL Oregon # Oregon Retail WoodlandPRO 10 Pack Item # 10 Pack Price
WPL 28RC56 13” Chain Loop H21 56 25 RS 56 56 21LPX056G  $17.99 $15.99
WPL 28RC66 16” Chain Loop H21 66 25 RS 66 66 21LPX066G  $21.99 $18.99 WPL 28RC66 10 $169.99
WPL 28RC72 18” Chain Loop H21 72 25 RS 72 72 21LPX072G  $23.99 $20.99 WPL 28RC72 10 $189.99
WPL 28RC78 20” Chain Loop H21 78 25 RS 78 78 21LPX078G  $25.99 $21.99 WPL 28RC78 10 $199.99

Item # Description Husky # Stihl # DL Oregon # Oregon Retail WoodlandPRO
WP100R 28RC 100’ Chain Reel H21 100U 25 RS 100R 1840 21LPX100R  $499.99  $459.99

WoodlandPRO Saw Chain
WoodlandPRO saw chain is arguably the best value in chain available today. 
Almost all WoodlandPRO chain is manufactured by the world’s largest saw chain 
manufacturer, Blount. WoodlandPRO chain is loaded with professional features, 
including industrial chrome cutter plating, nickel alloy steel chassis, hypodermic 
lubrication of the rivets, and hone sharpened cutters. Our chain is razor sharp right 
out of the box, and doesn’t need to be “touched up” before using. Shop around and 
compare prices and features; you’ll be hard pressed to find a professional quality 
chain for this value.
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WoodlandPRO 20NK
20NK is designed for today’s small, professional chainsaws that use narrow kerf bars. 
This chain has no anti-kickback features, so it is not recommended for casual users. 20NK 
is .325 pitch, .050 (1.3mm) gauge, with a semi-chisel cutter. Available in many premade 
loop sizes. Call or see our website for additional loops and reels.

WoodlandPRO 20RC, 28RC, 23RC
Fast cutting .325 pitch chisel chains. These chains are designed for professional 
use. Cuts fast in clean, dirt free wood. This chain has no anti-kickback features, so 
it is not recommended for casual users. All chain is .325” pitch and sharpens with a 
3/16” round file. Available in many premade loop sizes. Call or see our website for 
additional loops and reels.



Kask SuperPlasma HD helmets offer a 
wide range of features for safety and 
comfort. The outer shell is molded with 
ABS plastic for toughness and impact 
resistance. The inner shell is made 
with HD Polystyrene for comfort and 
shock absorption. Comes with an adjustable 
universal sizing suspension and an Up & Down 
adjustment system offering superior fit thanks 
to its unique double pivot design. It allows the 
back of the head to be cradled by the straps, 
which are easily tightened to the correct 
tension by a wheel ratchet. Keep your head 
cool with great ventilation from 10 air intakes 
protected by an aluminum anti-intrusion 
grille. Certified ANSI Z89.1 Type 1, Class C.

Kask SuperPlasma HD  
Arborist Helmets

Petzl Strato Vent 
Lightweight Helmets

Petzl Strato (Class E) 
Lightweight Helmets

Item # PZL A020AA

Item # KASK WHE102

The Vertex Class E helmet is very comfortable, 
thanks to its six-point textile suspension, 
Centerfit and Flip & Fit systems, which 
guarantee that the helmet fits securely on 
the head. The adjustable-strength chinstrap 
makes it ideal for both work at height and 
on the ground. The unventilated outer shell 
protects against electrical hazards, molten 
metal splash and flames. With its potential 
for integration of a Petzl headlamp, hearing 
protection, and multiple accessories, it is an 
entirely modular helmet, thus meeting the 
specific additional needs of professionals. 
Certified ANSI Z89.1 Type 1 Class E. 

Petzl Vertex (Class E) Helmets

Item # PZL A010AA

The Vertex Vent helmet was completely 
redesigned in 2019, and now features an 
upgraded six-point textile suspension, 
CenterFit and Flip & Fip systems, which 
guarantee that the helmet fits securely 
on the head. The adjustable-strength 
chinstrap makes it ideal for work both at 
height and on the ground. Like the name 
implies, the Vertex Vent has ventilation 
holes with sliding shutters to allow airflow 
through the helmet. This latest version of 
the Petzl Vertex Vent requires the latest 
version of Vizor face shields, as they are 
not interchangeable with older models. 
Certified ANSI Z89.1 Type 1, Class C.

Petzl Vertex Vent Arborist Helmets

Item # PZL A010CA

Kask Zenith X Arborist Helmet has a 
new external shell. Advanced materials 
provide even greater impact energy 
absorption. Non-vented, and provides 
protection against side, front and rear 
impacts. Low density inner core for top 
impact protection. High density inner shell 
protection for all-around impacts. Patented 
size adjustment system for secure, self-
adapting comfort. Designed with easy click 
integrated slots ready for eye and face 
protection. The advanced chin strap has 
new rear adjustment points for a more 
personalized fit. Lime color fastener clasp 
indicates that the helmet meets EN 12492 
standard. Certified ANSI Z89.1 Type 1, Class E.

Kask Zenith X (Class E)  
Arborist Helmets 

Item # KASK WHE82

Item # PZL A020BA

Arborist Helmets

$12499
Only

$13999Only
$9999Only From

$14699Only$9999Only From
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Complete helmet and 
communications system from 
Bailey’s. This combo includes 
a Protos Integral Arborist 
Helmet and Sena Bluetooth 
Communications System. 
The Protos helmet integrates 
eye, ear, and head protection 
into one modular helmet 
system. This Type 1, Class C 
helmet has a patented design 
that not only protects from 
vertical impacts, but also side 
and rear impacts, The special 
cushioning construction of the 
interior shell effectively absorbs 
impacts, greatly reducing the 
energy transfer to the head 
and spine. The Sena bluetooth 
communications system comes 
installed and ready to go.

$56999
Sale From

Protos Integral Arborist 
Helmet w/SENA System

Item # SENA 405002

7 Different Color Helmet Options to Choose From 

The Strato Vent helmet was completely 
redesigned in 2019, and now features an 
upgraded six-point textile suspension, 
CenterFit and Flip & Fit systems, which 
guarantee that the helmet fits securely on 
the head. The adjustable-strength chinstrap 
makes it ideal for work both at height and 
on the ground. Like the name implies, it has 
ventilation holes with sliding shutters to 
allow airflow through the helmet. This latest 
version of the Petzl Strato Vent requires the 
latest version of Vizir eye shields, as they 
are not interchangeable with older models. 
Certified ANSI Z89.1 Type 1.   

Regular From
$59999

The Strato Class E helmet was completely 
redesigned in 2019, and now features an 
upgraded six-point textile suspension, CenterFit 
and Flip & Fit systems, which guarantee that 
the helmet fits securely on the head. The 
adjustable-strength chinstrap makes it ideal 
for work both at height and on the ground. The 
unventilated Class E outer shell protects against 
electrical hazards, molten metal splash, as well 
as flames. This latest version of the Petzl Strato 
requires the latest version of Vizir eye shields, 
as they are not interchangeable with older 
models. Certified ANSI Z89.1 Type 1, Class E.



Chainsaw Protection Pants

Pfanner Gladiator® Extreme 
Chainsaw Protection Pants
Pfanner Gladiator Extreme 
chainsaw pants are designed 
to take on the toughest work 
environments. Gladiator 
Extreme pants have a reinforced 
polyamide outer fabric that is 
waterproof, oil resistant and 
nearly indestructible. These 
pants are perfect for those 
working in dense woods, 
where brush and thorns would 
otherwise destroy traditional 
work clothing. Gladiator Extreme 
chainsaw pants have high-tech 
Dyneema chainsaw protection 
(Class 1). StretchAir technology 
makes these pants very 
comfortable to wear. KlimaAir 
fabric keeps both extreme heat 
and cold in check. Gladiator 
pants have zippered vents on 
the back of the legs for additonal 
cooling.   
Item # PFA 102192 (Med - 2XL) 

The all new Ascend Gen2 chainsaw 
pants builds on a Clogger classic with 
a new streamlined, lighter design and 
ultra durable construction. This true 
seasonal pant for the cooler months 
offers ultra durable construction, 
water-resistant coverage and a high-
back waist design. Durable comfort 
with high abrasion resistant, stretch 
upper outer fabric giving ease of 
movement as well as long-lasting 
wear. Extremely breathable polyester 
mesh lining. Adjustable cooling using 
zipped rear vents to help stay cool 
on warmer days. Slim fit with plenty 
of stretch for easy movement. Extra 
leg length to allow for knee flex. 
UL Certified to ASTM F1897-20 and 
meets OSHA regulation 1910-266.  
Item # CLG ASD G2P (SM - XL)

The Clogger Zero Elevated arborist 
chainsaw protection pants are the 
proven next level chainsaw pant 
design. You’re able to stretch, climb 
and jump freely with confidence. 
Cooling is taken care of with two high 
efficiency vents, open leg design for 
air flow, super breathable fabric and 
Nilit Breeze fibers to wick heat from 
the body. Zeros exceed US standards 
for coverage by 15% and chainsaw 
threshold speed by 25%. The outer is 
amazingly durable with high tenacity 
nylon rip stop and all way stretch. 
Super tough Dyneema fabric on the 
right calf increases durability in a 
key wear zone where the hanging 
chainsaw causes premature wear. 
Slim “movement-ready” cut with 
plenty of stretch. Extra leg length is to 
allow for knee flex, especially when 
wearing climbing spurs. UL Certified 
to ASTM F1897-14 standards. Meets 
OSHA regulation 1910-266.   
Item # CLG ELVP BR (SM - XL) 

$21999
Only
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WoodlandPRO Arborist chainsaw protection pants were designed by tree care 
professionals to be one of the lightest, most comfortable, and durable chainsaw 
protection pants available. WoodlandPRO Arborists chainsaw protection pants 
use ProlarLite protective padding, which is super thin and lightweight, but still 
offers full UL listed protection for jamming saw chain. The front high wear areas 
of these pants are made with a reinforced Nylon/Kevlar weave that makes 
them incredibly durable. The back of the pants are made from a lightweight 
and breathable Nylon/Spandex material that helps ventilate during those hot 
summer days. Elastic waist stretches up to 8”, and deep pockets with flaps and 
zipper or Velcro closures keep your tools in and the wood chips out. Meets 
ASTM Std.F-1897-2014 and CAN/BNQ 1923-450-M91. UL Certified. Please see 
our website for complete sizing information.

Light • Comfortable • Durable
Designed by Professional Arborists

Item #                Description 
BWP AP             Black/Brown (Med - XL)
BWP AP HVZ     Hi-Vis Yellow (Med - XL)

WoodlandPRO Chainsaw Protection Pants

Clogger Zero Elevated 
Chainsaw Protection Pants

Only
$37999

SIP Canopy W-Air Chainsaw 
Protection Pants Hi-Vis
SIP Canopy W-Air pants are 
specifically designed for tree 
care professionals. Canopy W-Air 
chainsaw protection pants are 
lightweight, very maneuverable 
and well ventilated for those 
hot summer days. Canopy W-Air 
chainsaw protection pants have 
high-tech Dyneema chainsaw 
protection (Class 1). Hi-Vis elastic 
Texxion upper pant comes with 
a water and dirt repellant Teflon 
coating. Reinforced Pezeflex Aqua 
knee guards keep these pants from 
tearing on sharp bark. Canopy 
pants have integrated gators with 
lace hooks to keep sawdust out of 
your boots. European sizes tend to 
run small, so you will want to order 
one size larger than normal.  
Item # SIP 1SBC (Med - 2XL) 

Only
$46999

Only
$32999

Clogger Ascend Gen2 Midweight 
Chainsaw Protection Pants

Only
$41999



Teufelberger Xstatic 
(11.7mm) Kernmantle
Professional arborist climbing 
rope from Teufelberger. Xstatic is 
a static rope designed specifically 
for Stationary Rope System (Also 
known as SRT) climbing. The special 
kernmantle construction maintains 
high tensile strength with minimum 
elongation. Xstatic also provides 
better control for sleek descents 
and makes retrieval smooth and 
easy even with multiple redirects. 
With this rope you will focus your 
strength and skills where they 
belong: efficiently taking care 
of the tree, not worrying about 
climbing. It is the perfect choice for 
both an SRS/SRT access line and 
work positioning line. Available 
with sewn splices only.

Yale XTC Spearmint
Professional arborist climbing rope 
from Yale. XTC Spearmint is the 
green/white version of their popular 
XTC climbing lines. Spearmint color 
stands out extremely well in fall 
foliage. Designed specifically for the 
demanding needs of the professional 
arborist. XTC product line family is 
an all polyester construction with a 
firm 16-Strand braided cover over 
bundled parallel polyester core 
strands. The design does not allow 
cover milking and eliminates the 
need for break-in cover adjustment. 
This firmly flexible heat-resistant 
rope offers a high snag resistance 
and excellent mating with friction 
knots and prusik loops. A 
high twist core of torque 
balanced polyester keeps 
the construction firm and 
round, providing an extra 
measure of safety.

Arborist Rope 

Sale From
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ARBORMAX Flame & Gator  
(11.7mm) Rope
ARBORMAX Flame and Gator 24-Strand climbing ropes are the most popular 
climbing lines sold here at Bailey’s. We offer these 11.7 mm climbing lines 
in two highly visible colors, Flame (Bright Orange) and Gator (Bright Green). 
These climbing lines have a unique construction that stays round when 
pinched by mechanical climbing devices, yet they are unusually flexible and 
knot friendly. The double braid construction delivers one of the most static 
(low stretch) characteristics available in any arborist rope. These ropes 
are the perfect match for both SRS (Also know at SRT) and MRS climbing 
techniques. The 11.7 mm diameter is beefier than most other 11 mm lines, 
but still small enough to be used with most ascending and descending 
devices. Made in the U.S.A. exclusively for Bailey’s by Yale Cordage.

Rope Construction - 24-Strand Double Braid
Elongation - 1.4% at 10% ABS
Diameter - 7/16” (11.7 mm)
Weight - 6.0 lbs/100’
Average Strength - 6,500 lbs (2,950 kg)

Sale From

Item #                  Description                                                                            
716XST 120         120’ Hank (Regular $165.99)                                                        
716XST 120S       120’ Hank w/Sewn Tight Eye (Regular $185.99)                 
716XST 150         150’ Hank (Regular $205.99)                                                                                    
716XST 150S       150’ Hank w/Sewn Tight Eye (Regular $225.99)                   
716XST 200         200’ Hank (Regular $275.99)                                                        
716XST 200S       200’ Hank w/Sewn Tight Eye (Regular $295.99)                   
716XST 600         600’ Reel (Regular $799.99)                                                          

Rope Construction - Kernmantle
Elongation - 1.4% at 10% ABS
Diameter - 7/16” (11.7 mm)
Weight - 7.1 lbs/100’
Average Strength - 7,190 lbs (3,260 kg)

Sale From

Item #                     Description                                                                                        
12XTS 120              120’ Hank (Regular $119.99)                                                                       
12XTS 120S            120’ Hank w/Sewn Tight Eye (Regular $139.99)                                 
12XTS 120T            120’ Hank w/Hand Spliced Tight Eye (Regular $149.99)                 
12XTS 150              150’ Hank (Regular $149.99)                                                                        
12XTS 150S            150’ Hank w/Sewn Tight Eye (Regular $169.99)                                  
12XTS 150T            150’ Hank w/Hand Spliced Tight Eye (Regular $179.99)                   
12XTS 200              200’ Hank (Regular $199.99)                                                                                  
12XTS 200S            200’ Hank w/Sewn Tight Eye (Regular $219.99)                                   
12XTS 200T            200’ Hank w/Hand Spliced Tight Eye (Regular $229.99)                   
12XTS 600              600’ Reel (Regular $549.99)                                                                            

Rope Construction - 16-Strand w/Core
Elongation - 1.4% at 10% ABS
Diameter - 1/2” (13 mm)
Weight - 7.5 lbs/100’
Average Strength - 6,200 lbs (2,800 kg)

Sale 
 $109.99 
 $129.99 
 $139.99 
 $139.99 
 $159.99 
 $169.99 
 $189.99 
 $209.99 
 $219.99 
 $519.99

Item # Flame                                                                                                   
716BMF 120 120’ Hank (Regular $129.99)
716BMF 120S 120’ Hank w/Sewn Tight Eye (Regular $149.99)
716BMF 120T 120’ Hank w/Hand Spliced Tight Eye (Regular $159.99)
716BMF 150 150’ Hank (Regular $159.99)
716BMF 150S 150’ Hank w/Sewn Tight Eye (Regular $179.99)
716BMF 150T 150’ Hank w/Hand Spliced Tight Eye (Regular $189.99)
716BMF 200 200’ Hank (Regular $209.99)
716BMF 200S 200’ Hank w/Sewn Tight Eye (Regular $229.99)
716BMF 200T 200’ Hank w/Hand Spliced Tight Eye (Regular $239.99)
716BMF 300 300’ Hank (Regular $309.99)
716BMF 300S 300’ Hank w/Sewn Tight Eye (Regular $329.99)
716BMF 300T 300’ Hank w/Hand Spliced Tight Eye (Regular $339.99)
716BMF 600 600’ Reel (Regular $579.99)

Sale 
 $119.99 
 $139.99 
 $149.99 
 $149.99 
 $169.99 
 $179.99 
 $199.99 
 $219.99 
 $229.99   
$299.99  
$319.99    
$329.99 
 $529.99  

Item # Gator                                                                                                  
716BMG 120 120’ Hank (Regular $129.99)
716BMG 120S 120’ Hank w/Sewn Tight Eye (Regular $149.99)
716BMG 120T 120’ Hank w/Hand Spliced Tight Eye (Regular $159.99)
716BMG 150 150’ Hank (Regular $159.99)
716BMG 150S 150’ Hank w/Sewn Tight Eye (Regular $179.99)
716BMG 150T 150’ Hank w/Hand Spliced Tight Eye (Regular $189.99)
716BMG 200 200’ Hank (Regular $209.99)
716BMG 200S 200’ Hank w/Sewn Tight Eye (Regular $229.99)
716BMG 200T 200’ Hank w/Hand Spliced Tight Eye (Regular $239.99)
716BMG 300 300’ Hank (Regular $309.99)
716BMG 300S 300’ Hank w/Sewn Tight Eye (Regular $329.99)
716BMG 300T 300’ Hank w/Hand Spliced Tight Eye (Regular $339.99)
716BMG 600 600’ Reel (Regular $579.99)

Sale 
 $119.99 
 $139.99 
 $149.99 
 $149.99 
 $169.99 
 $179.99 
 $199.99 
 $219.99 
 $229.99   
$299.99  
$319.99    
$329.99 
 $529.99  

Sale 
$155.99 
 $175.99 
 $195.99 
 $215.99 
 $265.99 
 $285.99 
 $749.99 

$11999

$10999$15599



Rope Bags & Splicing

Item # 07185  

$7599
Sale
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Weaver All Purpose 
Gear Bag
This convenient 1,200 denier 
polyester gear bag allows you 
to carry your positioning saddle, 
helmet, hand saw, rope and all 
accessories. A zipper down the 
side of the bag allows easy access 
to your equipment. A roomy, 
zippered outside compartment  
offers added storage. A hand 
saw pouch keeps your saw away 
from your climbing rope and 
features a hook and loop closure. 
It is designed with mesh for 
breathability. 

Regular 
$8199

Husqvarna Rope Bag 
(Holds 250’ of 1/2” 
Rope) 28 Liter
This Husqvarna 28 liter capacity 
rope bag holds up to 250’ of 1/2” 
rope. It has a cinch top closure 
and keeps rope clean and dry. It 
also has external daisy chains as 
well as external gear storage. The 
covered top handles provide added 
comfort. 

Item # HVA 596 93 63 01

Sale
$5499

Regular 
$6299

Clogger Ropeguard Chainsaw Protective Rope Sleeve
The Clogger Ropeguard Chainsaw Protective Rope Sleeve provides a solution for 
increased safety by protecting your rope from inadvertent chainsaw contact. It uses 
high performance chainsaw fabric with Vectran technical cut resistant fibers blended 
with polypropylene fibers providing field proven chainsaw protection that is flexible and 
easy to work with. Effectiveness proven through extensive field testing in preventing 
abrasion, nicks and cuts. The 38.5” (98cm) length provides extended coverage for basal 
anchor configurations and lanyard / friction savers on large trees. Universal fit with 2-1/2” 
diameter (6cm) stiffened opening allowing for easy rope insertion of common rope sizes 
by milking the rope, leaving a carabiner on and shaking the rope through or using a reach 
tool. An alternative to steel core lanyards when working near power lines. Additionally it 
is ultra durable, lightweight, easy to install and to use.

Item # CLG RG11M

Only

Bailey’s has a fully operational rigging and rope splicing shop in our 
Woodland, California warehouse. We hand splice and sew all kinds 
of synthetic rope from basic 3-strand to complicated double braids. 
Our splicing technicians are certified by the top rope manufacturers, 
including Samson, Teufelberger and Yale, and all Bailey’s products 
are extensively tested by an outside third party. We also offer sewn 
eye splices from our industrial sewing machines. Sewn eye splices are 
usually more economical than hand splices, and can be done quickly if 
you are in a rush. We do custom work all the time, so don’t be afraid 
to call and ask for a rope splicing technician.

Below is a list of our custom splicing options. Most climbing and rigging ropes are available with standard 
tight eye splices, but you can add custom splices to many of our ropes by calling a sales representative. 
Below is a list of our most common rope splice request. All splices are labeled with an ANSI information tag. 
Bailey’s will only splice new (unused) arborist ropes.

Item # Description
SPL 46592 Sewn Splice Tight Eye (12-Strand Solid Braid)
SPL 46593 Sewn Splice Tight Eye (16-Strand)
SPL 46594 Sewn Splice Tight Eye (24-Strand/Kernmantle)

SPL 46587 Sewn Splice Large Eye (12-Strand Solid Braid)
SPL 46588 Sewn Splice Large Eye (16-Strand)
SPL 46589 Sewn Splice Large Eye (24-Strand/Kernmantle)

SPL 46595 Hand Splice Tight Eye (16-Strand)
SPL 46596 Hand Splice Tight Eye (24-Strand)

SPL 46590 Hand Spliced Rigging Eye (12-Strand Hollow Braid)
SPL 46591 Hand Spliced Rigging Termination (12-Strand Hollow Braid)

SPL 46597 Hand Spliced Rigging Eye (Double Braid)
SPL 46598 Hand Spliced Rigging Termination (Double Braid)

A

E

B

D

C

A)

B)

C)

D)

E)

Custom Splicing at Bailey’s

$13999



Each

This throw line is made from 
Dyneema® fiber. It gives the 
highest strength, lightest weight, 
lowest stretch and longest wear 
life available. Coated with the 
Samthane urethane for long 
life. Designed specifically for 
professional arborists and is one of 
the most trusted and widely-used 
throw lines in the arborist world.

Item #         Description                                        Sale             
Z175 180 1.75mm 180’ Reel (Regular $29.99)   $25.99 
Z220 180 2.2mm 180’ Reel (Regular $34.99)      $29.99

Launch your throw weight over a tree 
limb with great accuracy. Vertical 
distances of over 100’ are easily 
achieved. Designed for throw weights 
ranging from 8-16 oz. Unit comes 
complete with two quick connect 
4’ fiberglass poles and instructions. 
Works best with 10 oz throw weights. 

Big Shot  
Throw Weight  
Launcher Kit

Item # 21430

Item #       Description                              
98327       12 oz Weight & Line Combo
98329       16 oz Weight & Line Combo

Weaver Throw Weight & Line Combo

Climbing Gear 

$2599

Regular From
$2999

$1199
Sale Regular

$1499

$7499
Sale Regular

$8499

$2899
Only

$14999
Sale

Regular
$16999
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This Kit comes with everything you need to 
get your line set in a tree.
Kit Includes
(1) ARBORMAX Folding Throw Line Cube
(1) Samson Zing-It Throw Line (1.75mm) 180’
(1) ARBORMAX D Ring Throw Weight (8oz) 
(1) ARBORMAX D Ring Throw Weight (12oz) 
Item # AMTRB Z175 

Convenient, 
aerodynamic throw 
weight and lightweight 
polyethylene line kit 
that helps position 
ropes perfectly. Great 
for positioning heavier 
ropes. Kit includes a 
throw weight and a 
lightweight 150’ 1/8” 
polyethylene line. 

ARBORMAX throw weights begin with 
lead shot enclosed in waterproof 
latex. Then they are covered with an 
aerodynamic cordura (coated for durability 
and weather resistance). Available in 5 
weights. 8oz (Blue), 10oz (Black), 12oz 
(Orange), 14oz (Green) and 16oz (Red)                                                       
Item # SPY TW

ARBORMAX Folding Cube                
Throw Line Kit

ARBORMAX Cherry Bomb  
Adjustable Friction Saver
Adjustable and retrievable 
friction saver anchor 
from ARBORMAX. It is 
made of 11.8mm Cherry 
Bomb II rope with a large 
aluminum ring sewed 
onto one end and a HRC 
loop prusik with small 
aluminum ring on the 
other. When working with 
a limb overhead, you can 
quickly adjust your height 
by moving the HRC ring 
bound loop prusik along 
the sling. Comes complete 
with a retrieval ball. 
Because of the different 
sized rings, you can 
retrieve the entire system 
from the tree once back 
on the ground.

Item #             Description                                          Sale             
ACBFS12 7       7’ with Retriever (Regular $79.99)       $69.99 
ACBFS12 10    10’ with Retriever (Regular $85.99)      $75.99     
ACBFS12 14   14’ with Retriever (Regular $89.99)      $79.99

THROW WEIGHT LAUNCHER

$6999 Regular From
$7999

Professional work safety 
lanyard from ARBORMAX. 
This lightweight lanyard 
is made of 11mm Sterling 
Tri-Tech, sewn with a 
double locking aluminum 
rope snap and thimble. 
Sterling Tri-Tech features 
a unique Technora sheath, 
Dyneema inner jacket and 
nylon core. By combining 
the abrasion-resistant 
sheath over a high-
strength inner jacket and 
pliable core that is strong 
and durable, yet still 
supple enough to move 
and position easily. It 
adjusts in length by adding 
a hip prusik or rope. 

ARBORMAX 11mm Tri-Tech    
Flipline Lanyard with Snap

Item #           Description                                                     Sale             
716TTS 10     10’ with Aluminum Snap (Regular $104.99)   $94.99 
716TSS 12     12’ with Aluminum Snap (Regular $109.99)    $99.99     
716TSS 14    14’ with Aluminum Snap (Regular $114.99)    $104.99 
716TSS 16    16’ with Aluminum Snap (Regular $119.99)    $109.99

Regular From

$9499

$10499

ARBORMAX D Ring 
Throw Weights 

Samson Zing-It Throw Line  

Sale From Sale From

Sale From



Item # 21565

Fanno 13” Curved Pruning Saw w/Scabbard

This Fanno hand saw comes with a Japanese made tri-edge blade, and the 
contoured laminated hardwood handle has a comfortable pistol grip.

Made of 3-stage extruded aircraft alloy aluminum poles with a comfortable thermal plastic 
rubber grip. The 17” blade is hollow-ground, tri-edged, laser impulse hardened SK4 Japanese 
Samurai sword steel with a hard chrome finish. High quality, spring-loaded locking levers are 
made of steel and there’s also locking knobs for additional strength and safety. Extends to 21’ for 
a maximum working reach of nearly 25’. WARNING Do not use near electrical hazards.

Hand Saws & Pole Pruner/Saw Kits
Samurai Ichiban 13” Curved Pruning Saw 
w/Scabbard

Item # GC 330LH

The Samurai Ichiban Pruning Saw is incredibly smooth and allows 
you precise cutting. Samurai saw blades are taper ground and 
thinner so they cut faster and easier. 

Item # 47360

Sawpod Pruning Saw Leg Strap

Designed for right or left 
handed use, in the tree 
or on the ground. The 
Sawpod fits most makes 
of pruning saws, with 
straight or curved blade 
scabbards. 

Item # ARB APCF 12U2QC 

This ARBORMAX carbon fiber pole saw pruning package consists of a Marvin U-2 saw head complete with adapter, 13” 
Fanno Tri-Edge blade, and two ultra lightweight 6’ ARBORMAX carbon fiber poles. The quick change adapter allows you to 
change the pruner head to another system in a matter of seconds. WARNING Do not use near electrical hazards.

Ultra Lightweight 
Carbon Fiber

ARBORMAX 12’ Carbon Fiber Pole Saw Package 

Item # 21566

Fanno 15” D Handle Curved Pruning Saw       
w/ Scabbard

This Fanno hand saw comes with a Japanese made tri-edge blade, 
and a contoured laminated hardwood D handle. Includes a Weaver 
scabbard made of rubberized belting.

Item # Z555K

Barnel 21’ Telescoping Pole Saw

You’ll notice Barnel’s 20 years of experience the first time you use this ultra lightweight extruded 
aluminum telescoping lopper. This tool is ideal for light-duty, high production pruning. Using 
this tool, you’ll be able to safely, quickly and easily prune small to medium-sized branches and 
“suckers” without using a ladder. WARNING Do not use near electrical hazards.Item # B88T

Barnel Ultra-Reach Telescoping    
6’-8’ By-Pass Lopper

$4499
Sale Regular 

$4999 $3599
Sale Regular 

$4599

$2599
Sale Regular 

$2999

Regular 
$5999$5499

Sale

$19999
Sale Regular 

$22999

$12999
Sale Regular 

$14499

$19999
Sale

Regular 
$22999
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Rigging

DMM Small Impact Aluminum 
Arborist Rigging Block & Loopie 
Sling Combo

Item # RP145 S3415

Item # BRC BLS 58

This heavy-duty steel construction puller has been manufactured in the USA since 1934. 
It has been designed and proven to perform in a variety of demanding environments 
without bending, breaking, or collapsing. The updated 3-Ton Ratchet Puller features 35’ 
of Samson’s AmSteel Blue for power, strength, and safety. AmSteel Blue is an amazing 
synthetic rope that’s stronger than cable, but so light it floats. The average strength of 
5/16” AmSteel Blue is 13,700 lbs. It’s resistant to permanent smashing and whiplash-free. 
Double line pulling capacity is 6,000 lbs dead lift and 12,000 drag/pull. Single rope capacity 
is 3,000 lbs dead lift and 6,000 drag/pull. 

Item # 17435

Wyeth Scott 3-Ton Heavy Duty   
Ratchet Puller

ARBORMAX Speed Line Kit

$42999
Sale Regular 

$46999

$38999

$41999

Regular 
$21999

$19999
Sale
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$36999

Climb Right   
Fiddle Block System
Climb Right complete Fiddle Block System is 
perfect for pre-tensioning ropes in speed line 
applications and Port-A-Wrap lowering. Use it 
to “pull” small to moderate size trees, and with 
block redirects easily rig and pull limbs over 
structures. Delivers a mechanical advantage 
of 4:1 (apply 100 lbs to the system tether to 
achieve 400 lbs on the load end). 
All corrosion resistant construction. Anodized 
T-6 aluminum frame and sheaves. Oversized 
stainless steel axles with Delrin bearings.  
Integrated cam cleat to hold and lock      
forward movement of rope. In-line design for 
compact size.

Sale

$39999
Regular 

Professional DMM rigging 
block and sling combo 
from Bailey’s. The DMM 
Impact Block is one of the 
most durable, rope friendly 
rigging blocks made today. 
Designed for heavy use, 
this block is best used when 
coupled with an ARBORMAX 
Tenex adjustable loopie 
sling. Loopie slings allow for 
knot-less rigging and can 
be used to secure the block 
in the top of a tree without 
having to tie a knot.

Sale

Regular

Popular block and sling combo. 
This combo features a CMI 
arborist block and Samson 
Tenex sling. This combo can be 
easily secured with a timber 
hitch, running bowline or cow 
hitch to make a false crotch. 
Convenient knurled knobs allow 
for easy rigging of the upper 
bushing. Block is fabricated 
from zinc plated steel and 
aluminum for lasting durability 
in outdoor conditions. The 
aluminum bushing is on a 
stainless steel axle.

CMI Steel Arborist Block   
& Dead Eye Sling

$17999
Sale

Regular
$18999

If you are in the market for an easy way to move cut limbs to the chipper then 
this ARBORMAX speed line kit is the perfect option. The kit allows you to safely 
move limbs away from the base of the tree. Kit includes (10) Petzl Djinn Aluminum 
Carabiners, (4) 30” CMI Nylon Loop Runners, (3) 36” CMI Nylon Loop Runners, (3) 
48” CMI Nylon Loop Runners, and 1 Petzl Tool Bag. 

Item # 27937   

Kit Includes       
(1) Petzl Tool Bag       
(4) 30” CMI Nylon Loop Runners      
(3) 36” CMI Nylon Loop Runners      
(3) 48” CMI Nylon Loop Runners      
(10) Petzl Djinn Aluminum Carabiners   
 

Item # FB 8315



Red Dawg is Bailey’s Exclusive Custom Line of premium work boots, manufactured by Canada West. 
Red Dawg boots are built for comfort, protection, and durability in a variety of demanding and 
hostile work environments. As a Servicing Dealer, Bailey’s stands behind its product 100% and will 
replace any boot that fails to meet your high expectations. Boot Sale

Red Dawg® Premium Work Boots

$32999
Sale

Regular 
$34999

$37999
Sale

Regular 
$39999

$22999
Sale

Regular 
$24999

$27999
Sale

Regular 
$29999

$40999
Sale

Regular 
$42999
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Red Dawg Lace-to-Toe  
Vibram Boots

Red Dawg Lace-to-Toe  
Vibram Climber Boots

Red Dawg Lites 
Vibram Boots

Red Dawg Safety Toe 
Vibram Boots

Red Dawg Lace-to-Toe  
Calk Boots
Red Dawg Calk Boots are 
specifically designed for the timber 
industry. The spiked calk soles 
allow for maximum traction in 
the woods, especially on wet and 
slippery logs, allowing you safe 
access to areas that normal vibram 
soled boots cannot. Red Dawg calks 
feature the lace-to-toe design in 
oiled logger tan leather, Goodyear 
welt construction, double leather 
vamps, built-in shoulder leather 
insoles, steel shanks, spring heels, 
and standard “O” sized screw in 
calks. Boots are 12” tall and the 
soles are nailed all around for 
added strength.   
Item # 51806

Red Dawg Safety Toe Vibram 
work boots come with a 
protective steel-toe, and meet 
ANSI Standard Z41 PT91, Class 
M1/75 C/75. These boots are 
popular with construction and 
factory workers and anywhere 
steel toe boots are required. 
These boots come in oiled Red 
Dawg leather, Goodyear welt 
construction, double leather 
on vamps, double middle soles, 
and comfortable rolled, padded 
top band. The Vibram 100 lug 
soles give good traction, even 
in steep ground, and are non-
marking. Boots are 12” tall 
with brass eyelets and studs 
and feature steel shanks and a 
leather heel base with lug. 
Item # 53803

Red Dawg Lites Vibram work 
boots are a lightweight 
version of the standard Red 
Dawg vibram boot. These 
boots are very comfortable 
and perfect for general 
ranch work and play. These 
boots feature oiled Red 
Dawg leather, Goodyear welt 
construction, double leather 
on vamps, double middle 
soles, rolled, padded top band 
and Vibram 100 lug soles. 
Boots are 8” tall with brass 
eyelets and studs and feature 
steel shanks and a leather 
heel base with lug.   
Item # 51808 

Red Dawg Lace-to-Toe Vibram Climbers 
are specifically designed for arborists, 
lineman and other utility workers. They 
feature a heavy duty steel shank in 
the arch, steel side plate, and leather 
side flaps which provides support and 
protection to the lower leg and inside 
ball of the foot when climbing trees, 
poles or standing on rungs. They come 
with the comfortable lace-to-toe design 
in oiled Red Dawg leather, Goodyear 
welt construction, double leather 
on vamps, double middle soles, and 
comfortable rolled, padded top bands. 
Vibram 100 lug soles give good traction, 
even in steep ground, and are non-
marking. Boots are 16” tall with brass 
eyelets and studs and feature a leather 
heel base with lug.    
Item # 51803

Red Dawg Lace-To-Toe Vibram Boots 
were originally designed for loggers, 
but are now also a favorite with tree 
care workers, welders, mechanics, 
ranchers, and hunters. They feature 
the comfortable lace-to-toe design 
in oiled black leather, Goodyear 
welt construction, abrasion resistant 
Kevlar upper stitching, double leather 
on vamps, double middle soles, and 
comfortable rolled, padded top band. 
The Vibram 100 lug soles give good 
traction, even in steep ground, and 
are non-marking. Boots are 12” tall 
with brass eyelets and studs and 
feature steel shanks and a leather heel 
base with lug.   
Item #           Color   
51809           Black    
51801           Brown



WoodlandPRO Loggers 
Special cotton rigging gloves 
are heavy duty and made 
from 100% cotton, weaved 
in the forchette pattern. 
Perfect for handling wire 
rope, but also ideally suited 
for loggers, arborists and 
agricultural workers.  
Large size only. 

Clothing, Socks, & Gloves

Item # 13050 6PK

Bailey’s Extra Heavy-Weight 
Logger Socks

These are mid-calf socks with thermalined 
construction to provide warmth all day. Extra 
softness and cushion will keep you comfortable. 
Exclusive Wick Dry technology keeps feet dry. 
Reinforced toe and heel. 62% Acrylic, 20% Stretch 
Nylon, 17% Worsted Wool, 1% Spandex. 

Item # 13015 DZ

Dozen

Item #      Description 
 HSC 93     Classic 1/2 Zip Front (Med - 2XL) Reg & Tall
HSC 95     Button Front (Med - 2XL) Reg & Tall

Item # DKE J3400

Dicke Safety Hi Viz Bomber Jackets

Dicke Safety Hi-Viz Bomber Jackets 
are made of a weather resistant 
polyurethane coated fabric. They 
have a permanent fleece liner and 
fleece lined side pockets. The hood 
has a zip out drawstring. They feature 
2” retro reflective silver stripes. There 
is an inside breast and pencil pocket 
as well as a radio pocket. Zipper plus 
hook and loop closure. Meets ANSI 
107-2010 Class 3 standards. Sizes 
available Med - 2XL.

These jackets are made of polyurethane 
coated 300 denier oxford polyester fabric with 
polyester and taffeta lining. 2” retro reflective 
silver stripes. Storm fly front with # 8 two-
way zipper and 5 snaps. Stitched and tape 
sealed seams for 100% waterproof protection. 
Attached hood stores in collar. Elastic cuffs w/
hook and loop take-up straps on sleeves. Full-
vented mesh cape back with D-ring access. 
Two patch pockets with flap closures in front. 
Inside left breast pocket and radio pocket with 
flap closure. Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2010 Class 3 
standards. Sizes available Med - 2XL.

Item # DKE RJ9000

$3299
Sale From Regular From

$3999
$2999
Sale From

Regular From
$3499

$3999
Sale

Regular
$4599

$3499
Sale

$4599
Sale Regular

$4999

6 Pack
$5499
Sale Regular

$6299

Regular
$3999

$6499
Sale

Dozen
Regular
$6999

$5999
Sale

6 Pack

Regular
$6499
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Bailey’s Logger Wear hickory 
shirts have been an industry 
standard for over 40 years. 
Standard uniform of west coast 
loggers and railroad engineers, 
but also popular for any hard 
working job. Full cut, relaxed 
fit shirts that allow for better 
movement and range of motion. 
Either classic 1/2 zip or buttoned 
front. They have two buttoned 
pockets, one with a pencil slot. 
Made from 8 oz unwashed 
cotton fabric that is oversized 
and very stiff when new, and will 
require several washes before it 
shrinks and softens up. Made in 
the USA of imported fabric.  

Bailey’s Logger Wear Long Sleeve 
Hickory Shirts 

Buffalo flannel plaid jackets are 
iconic to the logging industry, but 
they are also popular with anyone 
working outdoors, especially in cool 
weather. Made with a pre-shrunk 
premium 8.5 oz plaid cotton shell 
with a cotton/polyester thermal 
liner. Sleeves have a 100% polyester 
quilted liner. Full cut, relaxed 
fit jacket that allows for better 
movement and range of motion. 
They come with a spread collar, 
and the classic 1/2 zip front with 
two buttoned pockets, one with a 
pencil slot. Available Sizes Med - 2XL 
Regular & Tall. 

Hickory Shirt Company Buffalo 
Flannel Plaid Classic Jackets

Item # HSC 7220

Dicke Safety Hi Viz Rain Jackets

Our traditional all-weather, extra heavy-weight white 
logger socks are warm, thick, tall, and comfortable. 22” 
Long (Over the Calf) 80% Orlon Acrylic, 10% Cotton, 9% 
Stretch Nylon, 1% Spandex. Fits Sizes 9-12.

Bailey’s Heavy-Weight  
Logger Socks

Item #                          Description 
7586 LG BLK 6PK        Black (Large)
7586 LG NVY 6PK       Navy (Large)

Item # LS0002L DZ

WoodlandPRO golden colored 
“Gripper” gloves come with 
two-sided flexible clear PVC in a 
honeycomb pattern. They enable 
you to grab and secure very 
slippery materials. Expandable 
knit cuff and “cool weave” 
construction are comfortable 
to wear. Reversible, giving you 
a fresh surface once one side 
is worn out. 60% Cotton, 40% 
Polyester Orange String Knit.  
Available Sizes Large and X-Large. 

WoodlandPRO Golden 
Gripper Gloves

WoodlandPRO Loggers  
Special Rigging Gloves



Exclusive Wild Ass® Clothing
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Bailey’s World Famous Wild Ass brand clothing is sewn in the USA from high-quality American made denim fabric. We 
have brought back the original, bright red, WILD ASS “Henry” patch on the back pocket. These pants have the same 
great design, fit, and feel that our customers have relied on for over 40 years. Unbeatable value in outerwear is alive 
and kicking! Wild Ass clothing can only be found at Bailey’s.

These are one of the most DURABLE chore coats around. They are a 
full cut, relaxed fit, heavy duty work jacket, designed to be worn in the 
toughest environments. They are made in the USA and riveted at all 
stress points. Made with our signature heavy-duty construction and 
classic styling. Easy slip-in side pockets for your hands, and two chest 
pockets (one with a button closure) Made from 14.75 oz 100% cotton 
denim. Available Lined or Unlined.     
Item #  Description     
P600WA Denim Unlined    
P700WA    Denim Lined   

Wild Ass Denim Lined    
or Unlined Chore Coat

Wild Ass Denim Lined Vest
These are a full cut, relaxed fit, heavy duty work wear vest, designed 
to be worn in the toughest environments. Wild Ass denim vests are 
manufactured right here in the USA from unwashed 14.75 oz USA made 
cotton denim. They take a bit to break in, but wear like iron. They have 
easy slip in side pockets for your hands and two chest pockets. They 
also have inside chest pockets on the left and right with secure Velcro 
closures. Wild Ass vests are secured with a heavy duty zipper and are  
lined with a blend of 70% acrylic and 30% polyester, which is perfect for 
those colder mornings. They were originally designed for loggers, but 
they are now a favorite of other hardworking folks such as welders, truck 
drivers, farmers and factory workers. Each one has the iconic red “Wild 
Ass” logo on the back left side. Available in Blue or Black.   
Item #  P800WA

Wild Ass “Henry” 
patch appears  
on the back of both 
coats and vests!

$3099

Our #1 goal is to bring our customers the best 
US-made logger pant anywhere, for the most 
economical price possible. These jeans are 
sewn in the USA from high-quality denim fabric 
that is manufactured in the USA. Every pair 
features a bright red, WILD ASS “Henry” patch 
on the back pocket. These jeans also include 
the famous “Henry” on our bachelor buttons. 
They’re riveted at all stress points and come 
standard with suspender buttons and 7 pockets. 
Long-wearing and durable, the traditional blue 
jean is made from heavy-duty 14.75 oz 100% 
cotton denim and the black denim is made from 
pre-washed, 13.75 oz 100% denim. Available in 
Single and Double knee.  
Item # Description   
P100WA Blue Single Knee   
P200WA Blue Double Knee  
P400WA Black Single Knee  
P500WA Black Double Knee  

Wild Ass Denim 
Work Jeans

$3599

$4999
Sale From

Regular From
$5999

$3999

$4999

Sale From

Regular From

Regular From

Sale From



Great Gifts

Item # G777 

$13999
$8499

$18999

Sale From

Regular 
$8999

Sale
Regular 

Sale Regular 
$31599
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Granberg Small Log Alaskan   
Chainsaw Mill

Gridiron Chainsaw Holder
A safe and secure way to store 
and transport your chainsaw. The 
unique locking mechanism secures 
your chainsaw by the handlebar, 
keeping it upright and ready to 
grab. It has guides to hold the 
chainsaw bar & chain that can be 
adjusted to fit most chainsaws, and 
the handlebar clamping mechanism 
can be locked with a padlock 
(not included) for added security.  
Can be bolted down to any flat 
surface, or can be attached to the 
Gridiron post system with the aid 
of the Gridiron chainsaw mounting 
bracket (sold separately). 
Item       Description   
GI CS01  Holder       
GI CB01  Mounting Bracket 

Sale

Green Valley’s chainsaw bar scabbard and 
tool pouch eliminates the bulk of traditional 
chainsaw cases without compromising protection. 
The added tool pouch keeps everything 
organized and at hand for when you need it 
most. The interior is oil and tear resistant.                                                                                         
Available in 16”, 18”,20”, 24”, 28”, 32”, 36”, and 42”. 

Green Valley Products Chainsaw Bar 
Scabbard & Tool Pouch

Regular From 
$6999

Item #
GV BAR COVER

The small log mill is designed to 
quickly and efficiently cut logs 
up to 20” in diameter. It easily 
attaches to your chainsaw, so you 
can go from standard cutting to 
milling in a matter of minutes. The 
small log mill will make slabs up 
to 12” in thickness and up to 20” 
wide. Includes basic instructions 
and a bar wrench for assembly. 
We recommend a set of slabbing 
brackets to aid with making the first 
cut on a log. Designed to be used 
with chainsaw bars up to 20” and 
50cc or greater. 

Logosol Timberjig  
Chainsaw Mill
Turn your chainsaw into a sawmill 
with the Logosol Timberjig. This 
simple attachment allows you to 
mill lumber from raw logs right 
where they lay. The Timberjig 
quickly bolts to almost all 
chainsaws with standard (non-full 
wrap) handlebars. We recommend 
using chainsaws no smaller than 
70cc for milling, and a ripping 
chain is recommended if you 
require a smooth lumber surface. 
The Timberjig process is simple. 
You use a wooden guide to make 
your first cut, then make two more 
90 degree cuts. You are now left 
with a 3 sided log that you can cut 
into a beam, or choose to cut into 
planks. It’s that simple.

$25999
Sale

Regular 
$26999

This highly portable milling 
system is designed to clamp 
onto your chainsaw with a bar 
wrench, so you can go from 
standard cutting to milling in a 
matter of minutes. It is made 
to go anywhere you can get a 
chainsaw, whether it be your 
back yard, or the back forty. 
The updated MK-IV Alaskan 
mills now come with CNC-
machined billet end brackets. 
These end brackets are more 
accurate, easier to adjust, 
create less vibration than the 
old die cast version, and are 
virtually unbreakable. This 
mill with 36” rails maximum 
cut is 32”. The minimum bar 
requirement to achieve the 
maximum cut is 36”.   

Granberg MK-IV Alaskan   
Chainsaw Mill w/36” Rails

$27999

Granberg Edging Mill
The Granberg Edging Mill (formerly 
known as the Mini-Mill) makes 
an ideal partner to the MK-IV 
Alaskan Mill. This compact vertical 
milling attachment squares logs 
to make beams for timber frame 
construction, and cuts beams to 
precise lengths and widths for 
flooring, sliding, or trim. Great 
for making plunge cuts to make 
dimensional lumber in conjunction 
with your Alaskan Mill. Comes 
complete with 12’ of metal guide 
rail in 2’ lengths, with screws. 
When fastened to a 2” x 6” or 2” x 
8” plank (not included) your guide 
is complete.

Item # 46555

Sale

$15999
Regular 

$21699

Item # LSL 4900 000 1000

$6499

Item # G778 36



Great Gifts

Item # AFT MPLUMB2

$1999
Sale From

$2499

$8999
Sale

Regular 
$9999

$22999
Sale

Regular 

$24999
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This iconic poster, featuring the legendary Jerry Beranek taking down a giant 
coastal redwood in 1985 has been a classic for decades. Topping a giant redwood 
from 150 ft. up, where it’s still 7 ft. in diameter, illustrates the strength, the 
imagination, and the determination of all folks involved. Falling the 10 ft. diameter 
butt log, right photo in series, was no simple task either. The complete story of the 
entire project is printed at the bottom of the poster. A great poster to doll up your 
shop, the rigging shack, your office or your home. Poster is 27” x 40” in dimension.

Jerry Beranek has been a photo enthusiast and avid tree climber since buying his first 35mm 
camera in 1967. Since then, he has built an enormous archive of photographs and stories. 
This series of books highlights the California redwood forests from several amazing locations. 
Books included in this series are Humboldt Redwoods, Navarro Redwoods, Prairie Creek 
Redwoods and Jedediah Smith. Each book is available separately, but you might as well 
have the whole set. These beautiful hard cover books are a great value and an excellent 
gift for yourself or someone else.                              
 

Redwood Book Series

10 Pack

150’ Up and Still 7ft in Diameter

by Gerald Beranek

The Art of Felling Timber Plumb Bob   
Wooden Tree Marker & Safety Whistle
This plumb bob is designed with the 
sawyer in mind! Durable hardwood 
constructed marker with fashioned 
leather strap and 2’ retractable 
clip-release lanyard. Steel cable 
and attached carabiner. Bright blue 
crayon for visibility. Also has a high 
pitched safety whistle attached. 
Laser branded with ‘The Art of 
Felling Timber’ logo. This tool will 
help you to sight in your tree lean 
and visibly mark your work plan 
onto the tree that is being felled.

Only
$5999

Weaver Logging Belt Kit

This kit from Weaver includes logging belt, suspenders, axe pouch, wedge pouch, and first 
aid pouch. It has extremely durable, high quality latigo leather that is specially tanned 
to withstand harsh outdoor environments and provide years of reliable service. The 
adjustable sternum strap keeps your suspenders in place and features a buckle with a built 
in emergency whistle for easy access. The suspenders allow you to carry the weight on your 
shoulders instead of your waist. The adjustable waist fits sizes 30”-52”. Two accessory loops 
on belt provide a place to hang flagging tape, loggers tape, and carabiners. Small loop on 
the back of the suspenders allows belt to be hung up for storage.

Sale
$23599

$24599
Item #  08603       

The Log Wizard attaches 
easily to most chainsaws. 
You can make notches or 
debark poles for barns, 
fences, bridges, log home 
construction, and more. 
Features all ball-bearing 
construction for long life and 
durability. Uses standard 
3-1/4” planer blades. Comes 
complete with both .325 and 
3/8” spline/sprocket systems. 
Requires some bar drilling 
and the saw chain needs to 
be lengthened. For chainsaws 
with 3/8” sprockets, use 
Oregon 72W cutterless chain 
for best results and safety. 
Chainsaw not included.

Log Wizard Debarker

Regular 

Item #  49600       

This is the Rolls Royce of chainsaw 
wrenches. Unlike common screnches, 
this tool has a reversible ratchet end, 
which really helps out in tight spots, 
such as chainsaws with full wrap 
handlebars. Screnches are primarily 
used for adjusting the chain tension 
on a chainsaw, removing spark plugs, 
accessing air filters, starters, etc. on 
certain saws. A versatile little tool 
that does the job of 2 wrenches 
and a screwdriver. Not restricted 
to chainsaws. It also works on small 
gas engine string trimmers and leaf 
blowers. Made of high carbon steel, 
hardened and nickel plated.

Ratchet Scrench (19mm x 13mm)

Only
$2199

Item # 17277       

Item #              Description                                                  Sale
18910     150’ Poster Regular $12.99                                   $11.99  
18910 PK     150’ Poster (Box of 10) Regular $99.99         $89.99

Item #   Title                                                                                                                             Sale 
17340    Humboldt Redwoods (Avenue of the Giants) Regular $24.99                                      $19.99
17342    Navarro Redwoods (From the Ashes of Clear Cut Logging) Regular $24.99         $19.99
17343    Prairie Creek Redwoods (Emerald of the Coast) Regular $24.99                                $19.99
17374    Jedediah Smith (Redwoods State Park) Regular $24.99                                                   $19.99
17356    Complete Set of 4 Regular $89.99                                                                                                 $79.99

Regular From



Chipper Knives

CHIPPER KNIVES  FOR MORBARK CHIPPERS
Chipper Model Knife Item # Knife Description & Size Replaces OEM # Only

100, 200, 290, 2060D                                                                     KSBC 1   Double Edge Chipper Knife 7-1/4” x 4” x 3/8” 39233-151  $59.99 
12R, 12RX, 13, 17, 1215, 1415  KSBC 27 Double Edge Chipper Knife 10-1/2” x 5” x 1/2” 39233-692  $99.99 
15R, 15RX, 18R, 18RX, 20R, 1621, 1821, 1922, 2131       KSBC 27T                                                                           Double Edge Chipper Knife 10-1/2” x 5” x 5/8” 39233-813  $132.99 

CHIPPER KNIVES FOR VERMEER CHIPPERS

Chipper Model Knife Item # Knife Description & Size Replaces OEM # Only
BC 700XL, 1000, 1000XL, 1200XL                                                                                                                        KSBC 58 Double Edge Chipper Knife 9” x 4-1/2” x 5/8” 153175001  $95.99 
BC 1220, 1230, 1250                                                                                                   KSBC 18          Single Edge Chipper Knife 8” x 3-1/2” x 3/8” 79511001  $55.99 
BC 1400, 1400XL, 1500                                                                                       KSBC 73  Double Edge Chipper Knife 8” x 5” x 5/8” 15681001  $94.99 
BC 1800, 2000                                           KSBC 34T Double Edge Chipper Knife 10” x 5-1/2” x 5/8” 154390001  $117.99 
BC 1800XL, 2000XL, AX19                                                                                                                   KSBC 138 Double Edge Chipper Knife 10” x 5” x 5/8” 1577697001  $112.99 

Don’t See Your Chipper Knife Here? No Problem.
Bailey’s Industry Leading Chipper Knife Selector is a comprehensive tool put together by our 
experts so you can FIND THE EXACT CHIPPER KNIFE you need FAST and EASY. Look for the 
Chipper Knife Selector on our homepage or visit baileysonline.com/chipper to get started.

Get your chipper knives professionally sharpened at Bailey’s. 
Dull chipper knives can be extremely hard on a chipper’s 
performance, and can lead to premature failures. Keep your 
chipper running smoothly with professionally sharpened chipper 
knives. We sharpen each knife to OEM specifications in a quick and 
professional manner. Call (800) 322-4539 for more information.

Professional Chipper 
Knife Sharpening Service

Chipper Knife Sharpening = .90¢ Per Inch (Single Side)
This knife charge is per grinding inch for each edge of the chipper 
knife. (Example: a 7-1/2” double edge knife would have a total of 15 
inches).

Item # 46540

ATTENTION! READ THIS — WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Nickel and Chromium, which are known to the State of 
California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

CHIPPER KNIVES FOR BANDIT CHIPPERS
Chipper Model Knife Item # Knife Description & Size Replaces OEM # Only

  100-250XP Disc (1/2” Holes)                                                   KSBC 26 Double Edge Chipper Knife 7-1/4” x 4” x 1/2” 900-9902-00  $77.99 
  250, 254, 280XP, 1850 (5/8” Holes)                                                                           KSBC 36  Double Edge Chipper Knife 7-1/4” x 4-1/2” x 1/2” 900-9901-18  $69.99 
  990XP, 1390XP, 1490XP, 12XP, 15XP                                                                 KSBC 175 Double Edge Chipper Knife 9” x 5-1/2” x 5/8” 912-3001-27  $104.99 
  1590XP, 1890XP, 18XP, 19XPC                                                                     KSBC 34T Double Edge Chipper Knife 10” x 5-1/2” x 5/8” 900-9902-27  $117.99 
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Knife Source chipper knives are manufactured here in the USA using 
high-grade A8M knife steel. They’re dual tempered, which makes them 
hard enough to hold an edge yet tough enough to take a pounding. 
Each knife is hardened and machined to OEM specifications. Don’t trust 
your chipper to cheap imported knives. Insist on quality knives made by 
Knife Source. Because of volatile steel costs, pricing is subject to change 
without notice. We have listed many popular knives on this page, but 
you’ll find hundreds more listed on our website.



27RX

Oregon 27RX is a specialty ripping chain designed to be used exclusively on portable sawmill slabbing machines, such as Lucas Mill and    
Peterson sawmills. Built with a hyper skip chain sequence, which allows for greater chip clearance on super wide cuts. Most commonly 
used to slab logs, burls and stumps. It gives you a smooth, consistent surface when cutting parallel to the grain of a log, and because it has 
few cutters, it is quicker to sharpen. It is recommended for milling purposes only, therefore not designed for standard hand held use.  

27RX

46RPS
Item # Description Regular Sale

WPL 46RPS163   50” Loop (46RPS 163 Drive Links) $81.99   $72.99

WPL 46RPS165   50” Loop (46RPS 165 Drive Links) $82.99   $74.99

WPL 46RPS190   60” Loop (46RPS 190 Drive Links) $94.99   $84.99

WPL 46RPS229   76” Loop (46RPS 229 Drive Links) $114.99   $99.99

WP100R 46RPS   100’ Reel (46RPS 1484 Drive Links) $599.99   $499.99

Item # Description Regular Sale

ORF 27RX163G   50” Loop (27RX 163 Drive Links)   $115.99   $99.99

ORF 27RX165G   50” Loop (27RX 165 Drive Links)   $117.99   $104.99

ORF 27RX190G   60” Loop (27RX 190 Drive Links)   $134.99   $119.99

ORF 27RX229G   76” Loop (27RX 229 Drive Links)   $159.99   $139.99

ORF 27RX100R   100’ Reel (27RX 1484 Drive Links)   $799.99   $699.99

Slabber Chain Sale
46RPS

WoodlandPRO 46RPS is a specialty ripping chain designed to be used 
exclusively on portable sawmill slabbing machines, such as Lucas Mill 
and Peterson sawmills. It is built with a hyper skip chain sequence, 
which allows for greater chip clearance on super wide cuts. Most 
commonly used to slab logs, burls and stumps. It gives you a smooth, 
consistent surface when cutting parallel to the grain of a log, since it 
has few cutters, it is quicker to sharpen. It is recommended for milling 
purposes only, therefore not designed for standard hand held use.  

Slabber Chain
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Exclusive Signature 
Brands. 
You will find the 
Highest Quality at 
the Lowest Prices 
with our Private 
Label Brands.  

Our most popular device to pull trees, logs, beams and even stuck vehicles. This 
simple ratchet device will pull up to 1,500 lbs using 1/2” rope. Maasdam’s unique 
“notch-at-a-time” letdown provides trouble-free, positive control to lower your loads 
while safety latches keep the hooks in place and a non-slip plastic grip comfortably 
fits your hand to reduce fatigue.

Maasdam Pow’R Ratchet Rope Puller

Item # 21700

Fallers Axe Sale

Top quality 
fallers axes from 
WoodlandPRO 
designed by 
Bailey’s for logging 
and timberfalling 
duties.

Sale From

Sale

Regular From

Regular 

$5999

$7599

Item #            Description               Sale 
WPX F4028   4 lb (Regular $59.99)    $49.99     
WP 1028   5 lb (Regular $69.99)    $59.99

ANAB water cooled sharpeners are the finest production saw chain sharpeners 
made today. The ANAB X3 is a fully automatic sharpening machine designed 
for all standard chainsaw and harvester saw chains up to .404” pitch. These 
sharpeners use ANAB’s exclusive water cooled system when grinding, which 
means the chain cutter retains its sharpness for up to 50% longer while cutting 
compared to traditional dry grinding. For more information call (888) 465-8227 
and ask for one of our experts.

ANAB Automated Water 
Cooled Chain Grinder $6599

$4999


